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Saving you both money 
and time, our services 
eliminate your need for 
infrastructure, skill sets and 
support costs, by providing 
an all-in-one affordable 
and fully supported video 
conferencing service. 

See what it can do for you.  

UCi2i is a global Video 
Managed Services Provider, 
headquartered in London 
and Hong Kong. 

We help transform 
organisations by enabling 
them to use video 
conferencing as their 
everyday communications 
tool. 

Casting a wider net
Being able to interact and learn face to face via video, wherever you 
are, is opening up vast opportunities for people who would have 
previously considered furthering their education an impracticality. 
Restraints on money, distance, and personal and professional 
commitments have for too long restricted those passionate about 
learning. 

Growing revenue and cutting costs
Educational institutions are always looking for new ways to cut 
costs, grow revenue and broaden their appeal. Adopting visual 
communications as part of everyday teaching not only enables 
them to do just that, but also helps them differentiate themselves 
from other institutions by offering flexible, interactive and more 
collaborative teaching methods.

Video conferencing might seem like a heavy investment, but with 
UCi2i, you needn’t worry about the management, maintenance, 
security, reliability, quality, logistics or any other perceived cost. 
Because we take care of all of that for you, with just one simple, 
fixed and low-cost monthly subscription fee with no hidden charges 
and unlimited usage - as easy as your fixed mobile phone tariff.

Minimise the need for 
local and international 

travel for students 
and teachers, saving 

time, money and your 
carbon footprint.

Enjoy high definition 
quality and security.

Increase face to face 
interaction amongst 

student and teaching 
groups.

Increase collaboration, 
interactivity and 

discussion.

Video Conferencing Managed Services in education
Education
 
Traditionally, high purchase costs, the need to appoint specialist skill sets and infrastructure to support 
and manage video conferencing, along with the fear and scepticisms of the reliability and benefits of 
using video, has long kept wide scale adoption at bay. 

These challenges are quickly becoming a thing of the past. With UCi2i’s video conferencing managed 
services, we can relieve you from those technical frustrations, costs and infrastructure needs, delivering a 
reliable, secure, supported, and high quality video experience for all educational needs.



Distance learning
It’s not uncommon for distance learners to feel socially disconnected from their educational experience, 
especially when they lack the face to face collaboration and interactivity they would normally otherwise 
experience. With video conferencing, distance learners are bought face to face with their teachers, fellow 
students and peers, creating an inclusive and creative learning community. 

It allows students to benefit from the teachings of the world’s most respected educational institutions 
and professionals, wherever they are, without the need to travel or relocate. It also provides students 
in rural, impoverished, or hard to reach corners of the world the opportunity for equitable educational 
experiences. 

Part time learners
Video learning and collaboration can give those with financial and time pressures the means to access 
further education that they may have previously deemed impossible or too much of a strain to fit around 
their day to day lives. 

Enhanced teaching techniques
With video you can leverage new teaching resources without students or teachers needing to travel, 
broadening your curriculum and making sure you meet your government targets. Students can also use 
video to replay classes for both revision and for when they’re unable to attend in person, so they never 
miss a moment. 

Traditionally, with web-casting and streamed tutorials, students are limited to merely watching the lesson. 
With video conferencing, students can actively participate, join in discussions, 
give feedback and ask questions, making it an interactive, live and 
collaborative experience. 

Better prepare your students
Video conferencing is being increasingly adopted by businesses 
all over the world, as their everyday communication tool. Help to 
better prepare your students for an increasingly competitive 
workplace by introducing them to video conferencing and 
collaborative communications before they get there.

Trial our services for free, get in touch today. 
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For the busy distance learner. Wherever you are. UCi2i


